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1) This is my Q thread for July 22, 2019 

Q posts can be found here: 

qanon.pub 

Android apps: 

QMAP: Qanon Drops & POTUS Tweets
Be a part of the Great Awakening. Get real-time Qanon drops and POTUS tweets.
We are the news now!

http://qmap.pub

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…

https://bit.ly/Q-Map
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My Theme: Flags Out

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …

Q Alerts notifies you quickly when Q Anon makes new drops. It also allows you to
search, browse, share and research QAnon posts and much much more. Q Alerts
is the first and original Q Android app …

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

2) The President's enemies are hoping Robert Mueller's testimony on Wednesday will

help them. 

They keep making mistakes and digging a deeper hole.

3) They never learn.
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4) An anon posted this photo and Q reposted it.

5) Q posted the original in March.

6) The NSA will create a new Cybersecurity Directorate this year in an effort to beef

up its offensive capabilities.
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NSA Forms Cybersecurity Directorate Under More Assertive U.S. Effort
The National Security Agency will create a cybersecurity directorate later this year
as part of an effort to more closely align the agency’s offensive and defensive

operations as it aims at persisten…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/nsa-forms-cybersecurity-directorate-under-more-assertive…

NSA/CSS
@NSAGov

Start spreading the news, #NSA is operationalizing intelligence 
to secure the country. Stay tuned for more from General 
Nakasone and Anne Neuberger later today at #ICCS #ICCS2019 
twitter.com/WSJ/status/115…

The Wall Street Journal @WSJ
The NSA is forming a cybersecurity directorate as the Trump 
administration seeks to be more aggressive in cyberspace against 
foreign adversaries on.wsj.com/2YaxoGk

3,153 1:38 PM - Jul 23, 2019

2,062 people are talking about this

8) The NSA is "Operationalizing Intelligence"

Wondering if this is how they'll assume operations from CI_A

9) Someone isn't happy about the fact that Mueller plans to stick to the information

contained in his report.

Maddow Blog
@MaddowBlog

Now the DOJ has given Mueller this order to basically not tell 
Congress anything at all, especially not about the president or 
anybody else who wasn't charged, and it is signed by a DOJ 
official who was supposed to have no role in this matter at all.
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3,782 2:08 AM - Jul 23, 2019

3,324 people are talking about this

10) @TrumpStudents got Q'd for their post about the Department of Justice's

antitrust investigation of social media companies. 

Students For Trump
@TrumpStudents

BREAKING: The DOJ has announced they’re opening an 
antitrust probe into social media companies.

“Without the discipline of meaningful market-based competition, 
digital platforms may act in ways that are not responsive to 
consumer demands."

11.3K 9:04 PM - Jul 23, 2019

7,847 people are talking about this
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11) Previous drops from Q show the illusion of choice in news. Most news agencies

are owned by a handful of companies that push the same narratives.

Google, YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter have destroyed competition in social media,

effectively controlling public discourse.
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12) POTUS has plans to change all that. 

The DOJ's antitrust investigation is where it begins.

DOJ launches antitrust review into dominance of 'market-leading onlin…
The Department of Justice is taking aim at “market-leading online platforms,”
announcing Tuesday that they’ll be taking a look into how their dominance was
attained and whether their behavior has “re…

https://www.foxbusiness.com/politics/doj-antitrust-review-market-leading-online-platforms

13) Q posted a link to @Cordicon thread on how Jeffrey Epstein procures underage

girls through Rachel Chandler's modeling agency. 

Sean 
@SeanCordicon

This is how Ray Chandler ties directly to child sex slave human 
trafficker Jeffery Epstein. #Qanon
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7,169 6:43 PM - Jul 23, 2019

8,028 people are talking about this

14) The modeling agency digs into the backgrounds of prospective victims and targets

loners, the poor and those with low-self esteem who are unlikely to sue or contact law

enforcement.

15) Ted Cruz sent a letter to the DOJ requesting an investigation of Antifa under the

RICO Act. 

Senator Ted Cruz
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@SenTedCruz

Today I penned a letter to Attorney General William Barr, Deputy 
Attorney General Jeffrey Rosen, and FBI Director Christopher 
Wray calling for an investigation into Antifa under the Racketeer 
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO).

35.4K 10:26 PM - Jul 23, 2019

20.4K people are talking about this

16) The full letter by Ted Cruz
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17) Q posted a link to Ted Cruz's tweet.
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🤪

Jack Posobiec
@JackPosobiec

MAGA Coalition to Sue QAnon in Multiple Jurisdictions - MAGA 
Coalition magacoalition.com/maga-coalition…

438 10:16 PM - Jul 23, 2019

1,067 people are talking about this

MAGA Coalition to Sue QAnon in Multiple Jurisdictions - MAG…
Today, MAGA Coalition, Inc President Adam Gingrich announced
pending litigation to be filed in a federal court to discover the identity
magacoalition.com
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19) Q posted a link to John Solomon's latest tweet & article, adding that this story is

bigger than most people realize. 

John Solomon
@jsolomonReports

Breaking: DOJ Russia review targeting key figure, conclusion in 
Mueller report. Prosecutors seek access to professor Joseph 
Mifsud to determine if any improper surveillance occurred on 
George Papadopoulos. thehill.com/opinion/white-…

21.8K 11:24 PM - Jul 23, 2019

14.7K people are talking about this

Robert Mueller soon may be exposed as the 'magician of omis…
The Mueller report has glaring omissions that leave key questions
unanswered, especially about how the FBI’s probe of Trump began.
thehill.com

20) Solomon's article explains that US Attorney John Durham wants to interview

Maltese professor Joseph Mifsud 

The FBI claimed Fifsud was contacted by George Papadopoulos.
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21) Mifsud's attorney Stephan Roh said Mifsud was instructed to connect with

Papadopoulos and to facilitate a meeting with a woman he was to falsely represent as

Vladimir Putin's niece. 

(A fact Mueller's team never mentioned in their report)

22) The Mueller report claims that Papadopoulos sought our Mifsud in their first

meeting but evidence suggests it was Mifsud who sought out Papadopoulos.

23) Solomon pointed out that although the FBI and Mueller's team made it seem as if

Mifsud was in hiding and not available for questioning, that was not the case. Mifsud

was in Washinton at the height of the Mueller investigation and was available for

interviews.
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24) Mueller's team also omitted from their report the fact that Konstantin Kilimnik,

who was identified as a Russian intelligence asset, was actually a US State

Department informant. 

Robert Mueller soon may be exposed as the 'magician of omission' on …
The Mueller report has glaring omissions that leave key questions unanswered,
especially about how the FBI’s probe of Trump began.

https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/454409-robert-mueller-soon-may-be-exposed-a…

25) Q has been warning us and [them] that Mueller's testimony will backfire.
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26) Mueller's appointment as Special Counsel (SC) was a backup plan when POTUS

refused to make him head of FBI following Comey's removal. 

Losing control of the FBI was devastating to the deep state. 

[Mueller] will be prosecuted for the crimes he covered up as FBI Director.

27) Treason charges are coming.

2019 - Year of the boomerang.

28) @QAnonPastryChef posted an interview with Ilhan Omar who said whites should

be feared.

QAnon’s Pastry Chef
@QAnonPastryChef

Irrefutable evidence that @IlhanMN is a dangerous racist & 
bigot. RT #QAnon #Q #qanon 
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17.6K 6:00 PM - Jul 24, 2019

19K people are talking about this

29) When you're awake, it's easy to see true racism.

30) For those who say, "I'll believe it when I see it."

0:00

31) B2 is prepped for launch.

Department of Defense 
@DeptofDefense

A @usairforce B-2 Spirit stealth bomber is prepped for launch in 
a flight line dock at @Whiteman_AFB, Mo. The base recently 
celebrated the 30th anniversary of the inaugural flight of the B-2 
in 1989.#KnowYourMil
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2,679 10:00 AM - Jul 24, 2019

1,086 people are talking about this

32)

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

TRUTH IS A FORCE OF NATURE!

214K 7:33 PM - Jul 24, 2019

104K people are talking about this

33)

34) 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/force_of_nature

35) You can choose to believe the narrative pushed by the mainstream media &

corrupt politicians or you can choose to think for yourself. 

Patriots who love freedom and fight for truth are not a minority.

#WWG1WGA
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36) Q posted a link to a Fox News story containing the video tweeted by

@QAnonPastryChef

37) In the video, Ilhan Omar told an interviewer white people should be feared. 

In resurfaced interview, Ilhan Omar answers question on 'jihadist terro…
In a resurfaced interview from 2018, anti-Trump Democrat Ilhan Omar responded
to a question about the "quote-unquote legitimate fears" some people have of
"jihadist terrorism," by saying Americans sh…

https://www.foxnews.com/media/ilhan-omar-interview-2018-fearful-white-men-islam

38) Yesterday, the Department of Justice announced it was pursuing antitrust action

against the largest social media platforms.
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Justice Department Reviewing the Practices of Market-Leading Online …
The Department’s review will consider the widespread concerns that consumers,
businesses, and entrepreneurs have expressed about search, social media, and
some retail services online. The Department’…

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-reviewing-practices-market-leading-…

39) Today, the DOJ announced that Facebook agreed to pay $5 Billion to settle user

privacy complaints.

#ButNothingIsHappening

Facebook Agrees to Pay $5 Billion and Implement Robust New Protect…
The Department of Justice, together with the Federal Trade Commission (FTC),
today announced a settlement that requires Facebook to implement a
comprehensive, multi-faceted set of compliance measures…

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/facebook-agrees-pay-5-billion-and-implement-robust-ne…

40) Coincidence?

41) For those who watch General Flynn's background, he has a new one. 

#FLAGSOUT
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Q wrote:

There are puppets. 

There are puppet masters

Which is [MUELLER]?

Mark Levin's answer

Mark R. Levin
@marklevinshow

Replying to @marklevinshow

...The most important revelation is that the special counsel was 
not competent to lead this or any major investigation.  He is 
largely unfamiliar with his own report.  And he was obviously a 
puppet of the radical partisans he hired and relied on in his 
office...

5,260 3:33 PM - Jul 24, 2019

1,961 people are talking about this

Thread reader 

Thread by @prayingmedic: "1) This is my Q thread for July 22, 2019 Q …
Thread by @prayingmedic: "1) This is my Q thread for July 22, 2019 Q posts can
be found here: qmap.pub qanon.pub Android apps: Robert Mueller's testimony on
Wednesday will help th […]" #WWG1WGA #ButN…

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1153492316566409221.html
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Audio podcast

233 Qanon July 24 2019 - Flags Out (Audio)
Q explains the criminal charges Robert Mueller will face and how he was used in
an attempt to maintain control of the FBI. Resources Twitter thread: http://bit.ly/Q-
flags This broadcast covers post #…

https://prayingmedic.podbean.com/e/233-qanon-july-24-2019-flags-out-audio/

Video podcast

233 Qanon Vid July 24 2019 - Flags Out
Q explains the criminal charges Robert Mueller will face and how he was used in
an attempt to maintain control of the FBI. Resources Twitter thread: http://bit.ly/Q-
flags This broadcast covers post…

https://prayingmedic.podbean.com/e/233-qanon-vid-july-24-2019-flags-out/

YouTube

https://prayingmedic.podbean.com/e/233-qanon-july-24-2019-flags-out-audio/
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• • •

https://www.youtube.com/embed/dMwXnrPdwcA
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